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We Don't Know What's Unseen



  



  

We Don't Know What's Ahead



  

The Processes of Ignorance
● Blindness as Metaphor

– unable to perceive or to know
– out of view

● below acuity or beyond visual range; 
e.g., airplanes, distant wx, friends

●

● Result: things seem to sneak up on us



  

The Processes of Ignorance 2
● The Ignorance Spectrum

– Absence of an area of knowledge 
(Don't know what questions to ask)

– A missing fact
(The question may be obvious)

– Forgetfulness
(The knowledge might well up,
especially if primed by association)

– Principles or Heuristic not known
(Knowledge is better retained within a 
structure)



  

The Processes of Ignorance 3
● Predisposition

– incorrect or inadequate 
presumptions or expectations

– Assumptions  - 
about aerodynamics, weather, 
perspective, relative velocity

● If we don't know our assumptions are wrong, we 
will proceed logically, and confidently, to error- 
and will seem ignorant.

– (This is not a political statement, but...)



  

The Processes of Ignorance 4
● Misperception

– error, illusion, disorientation
– perception relates to sensory processing

● In piloting, there's a large collection of 
illusions

– Visual
– Vestibular
– (Semantics: there exist auditory illusions)



  

The Processes of Ignorance 5
● Miscommunication

– we must reply to others in a way that 
indicates our understanding

● You guys are both saying the same thing. 
The only reason you're arguing is because 
you're using different words.

– S. I. Hayakawa 

● And sometimes we say the same words 
and mean different things... and fail to 
argue constructively



  

Miscommunication 2
● If what we hear makes sense to us,

we assume that we know what the speaker 
meant:

● I know you believe you understand what
you think I said; but what you fail to
realize is that what you heard is not what I
meant. - S I Hayakawa

● Verification is important, whether it's

– Readback of frequencies or clearances, phone 
numbers or directions... or 

– reflecting back to the speaker the implications of 
highly complex social speech.



  

Result
● things seem to sneak up on us...

– Blindness / Invisibility
– Predisposition / prejudgment
– Ignorance (unkown / forgotten)
– Misperception / Illusion
– Misunderstanding (events, phenomena)
– Miscommunication (requires 2 people)

● Typically, neither is at fault



  

Useful Ignorance

● It is the individual who knows how little 
they know about themselves who stands 
the most reasonable chance of finding out 
something about themselves before they 
die.

– S. I. Hayakawa 



  

A little story
● An instructor allows the student to get low 

and out of position in the pattern, so that 
the student will learn how to adjust

● A non-standard pattern is flown
● Persons on the ground see a near-midair 

with a C172 and the glider.
● One is the student's grand-dad who 

decades ago watched a friend killed in a 
similar midair.



  

Why do we fly a Pattern?
● To land more precisely... NOT!

– Other approaches are easier to judge
– The field can be inspected
– ***Others know where to look for us***

● What we can see, we see well, and we 
tend to assume that what we don't see 
isn't there.

– Radios can enhance the fear factor...



  



  

What the Instructor Can't See
The Student's Head Eclipses the Way



  



  

Cross-Section of the Eye



  

Cross-Section of the Eye



  



  

The Blind Spot
● We're not aware of it!
● It's hard to demonstrate, because our brain 

fills it in with the surround.
● It's about 20 degrees lateral to the center



  

The Blind Spot
● Here's one in green...

And here's one with a  line...



  



  

Dwell-Time to See and Avoid
● First we have to see

– Vigilance
● Thinking about traffic, scanning for traffic

– Visibility
● Not behind an obstruction, big enough,

Not behind us, not beneath, not above,
Not in our blind spot (filled with surround)

– Detection
● Movement (if it moves, we're OK)
● Contrast v. background



  

Dwell-Time to See and Avoid
● Second, we have to perceive

– Recognition
● Airplane v. Eagle v. Helicopter

– Interpretation
● Direction, speed, trajectory

– Response
● Assess appropriateness
● Clear area of escape

– Reaction time



  



  



  

Arithmetic v. Confidence
● The fovea is about 1mm in breadth, less 

than 1% of the retinal surface. 
● Visual acuity falls off rapidly outside the 

fovea.
– This hinders acquiring a small target.
– Limited foveal vision requires scanning.

(You don't have anything else to do...
Oh, wait! You've paid money to Remde!)

● It's hard to see specks 
                         even if you look at 'em



  



  

Contrast makes a difference...



  

Form Makes a Difference



  

Here's an “easy” one



  

A Little Applied Geometry
● At 1 mile, the normal eye can resolve 18-inch lines - one 

minute of arc - enough to see the wings of a glider.

● If both gliders are moving at 60 miles an hour, they will go 
from just detectable to touching in 30 seconds.

● a 10-meter airplane will  be just below 1 minute of arc at a 
distance of 6.5 miles. If 2 gliders are going 60 mph each, they 
will go from invisibility to intersection in 3 minutes 15 seconds.

● On the other hand, if one of them is an airplane going 180 
mph or 240 mph, the contact will happen in about a minute 
and a half or a minute fifteen.

– This is why, when lazily thermalling one day near cloudbase, I saw 
nothing to the north on one turn and on the next, a twin flew 
200 feet directly below me from north to south. 



  

Even Littler Applied Geometry
● The fovea can resolve a spot about 1 min of arc

– The fovea is only about 1% of the retina; vision in the rest of 
the retina is blurry.

● 1 min of arc is about 1:1,250,000 of the surface of a 
sphere.

● If we are on a collision course with another aircraft 
coming from an unknown direction, at the first detectable 
time it's about one-one-millionth of our visual universe.

● And... between the bill of our cap and the opaque 
fuselage (etc.) we can possibly view, swiveling and all, 
only about 20% of our local universe.



  

Why Are We Still Alive?
● The sky is big

● We agree where not to go

● Contrast, motion, and expectations help

● BUT – we're very limited. 
– “See-and-avoid” involves blinders that are not well 

understood by pilots

– It works incompetely even with diligent vigilance – for 
so very much is invisible

● Why refuse to spend money on technology that fixes 
this blindness?



  

FLARM and ADS-B
● ADS-B makes no sense for high-density soaring

– We usually operate outside of ATC...

● FLARM isn't going to penetrate the US rule-making 
process anytime soon

– It takes years for a proposal to make it into and 
through rule-making

– (The alternative is legislation, which has its own delays 
and distortions)

● FLARM should be mandatory within the soaring 
community for all high-density areas, and for all 
aircraft operating out of busy soaring fields...



  

Other Causes of 
Subtle “Invisibilities”

● Illusion
● Hypoxia
● Volume depletion
● Cold
● Fatigue
● Sopite Syndrome

● Intoxications
● Aging and 

senescence
● Decay of Memory
● Stress
● Confidence



  

Confidence Causes Invisibility?
● Confidence inures us against refinement
● Competence == ready to be wrong;

aware that better is possible
● Confidence hinders vigilance for subtle 

confusions and conflicts that reveal illusion
● “As soon as I know I'm right,

I'm going to be wrong.” - Frank Springer, MD, 86

● Elite physicians always feel there could be 
something more...



  

Illusion
● Our sensory systems have designed-in

characteristics that make certain errors 
inevitable. We call such errors illusions.



  

Illusion
● For example, the center square in each disk 

below is identical:



  

Expectation
● Thanks to memory, we expect things to be 

as they have been = familiarity.



  

When Away from Home,
We Don't Know How the Runway

Should Look

● The “familiarity factor” is missing
● We use many cues to recognize size and 

distance - 
– Size of fields and lots, height of vegetation,
– Height of hangars and towers and hills,
– Texture of ground objects
– Any of these may change...



  



  

Unfamiliarity Breeds Awkwardness

At Air Sailing, circa 1997:
Pilot new to the airport;
Surrounded by mountains;
Rwy 18 is:
- long (7000 ft) = (high feels right); 
- moderately wide = (high feels right);
- is downsloping (high feels right) &&
Pilot lands short!
Why?
-- he overcompensated, had no familiar 
referents to help correct his misjudgment.



  

Hypoxia
● We have no oxygen detector
● Subtle impairment at 5000' msl

– Night vision, maximum performance
● Cognitive performance at 8000' msl

– Complex tasks impaired
● 2000' lower in smokers
● Wide variability between people and over 

time.



  



  



  

Cold
● The only warning sign of hypothermia

is shivering
● Causes chilled-thinking syndrome
● Results in cold diuresis

– Rewarming causes volume depletion
● Is an urgency.



  

Sopite Syndrome
● Drowsiness as the only symptom of motion 

sickness: boats, cars, trucks, planes.
– A hidden cause of traffic accidents

● Occurs when the inciting stimuli are slight 
or prolonged

● Called “the space stupids” by astronauts
● Disinclination for work (mental or physical)
● Treatment: caffeine!



  

Fatigue
● It's a clue that something is amiss 

– it's not due to hard work
● Social stress, illness, dehydration, volume 

lack, medication, poor sleep quality, lung 
disease (high CO2), heat stress, fasting.

● Degrades alertness and energy



  

Arousal v. Performance



  

Miscellaneous Intoxications

● water
● Testosterone

– (estrogen?)

● glee
● Despondency / enthusiasm
● group hysteria
● Self-importance
● “Medications”



  

Senescence
● Aging:

– A problem we all hope to have, a very long 
time in the future

– Physical decline is subtle and gradual
– Like forgetting, it's often invisible until 

expected reserves don't show up when 
needed

– It calls for acceptance, discipline, and 
adaptation



  


